
“Painted Paper Landscapes”

Lesson Plan

Step 1: Tear and Paint Paper 
Students will tear 7-8 strips of paper from one 
12" x 18" sheet. On each strip, students should 
use watercolor techniques that evoke a texture 
of a particular landscape part. For example, dry 
brushing works great for grassy areas and plastic 
wrap makes a great mountain texture.

Step 2:  Arrange Landscape 
Once the paint is dry, students can continue to 
tear the paper to create more defined parts of a 
landscape.  Demonstrating how to tear a 
mountain outline is crucial here. Students should 
position the strips in a way that gives the feeling 
of space within a landscape by arranging the 
strips from background to foreground. 
Construction paper strips can be added in 
between watercolor strips to help create 
emphasized areas of space.
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Step 3:  Glue to Background 
With a background piece of paper underneath, 
students can glue down the strips of painted 
paper/construction paper starting at the top and 
working down. Students should take careful 
consideration to make sure only torn edges of 
paper are showing. Trim the sides of the artwork 
with a paper cutter when finished. Additional 
torn details can be added such as a sun, snow 
caps on mountains, clouds, etc. 

Tip: Plenty of glue is needed to keep strips flat 
and adhered to the background paper.  

Tip: Ironing painted paper strips when dry can 
also help keep artwork from curling.
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Objective:  Create a painted-paper collage 
using watercolor techniques to emphasize 

space and texture within a landscape.

Materials 
• Watercolor Paint 
• 12” x 18” white paper 
• Construction Paper 
• Materials for Watercolor Techniques (salt, plastic 

wrap, rice, etc…) 
• Brushes and Water Cups 
• Glue Sticks 

Motivation 
• Introduce the lesson by practicing various 

watercolor techniques.  

• Show examples of landscape paintings and how 
texture and space (atmospheric perspective) can 
be created in art.  Examples of Impressionist 
landscapes make a great art history tie-in.  
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